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Edmund Visscher In this video tutorial, I will show you how you can enable X-
Plane 11 as your OpenGL renderer on Windows 7. Please note that I am on

Windows 10. Edmund Visscher Works like a charm. It will show an error that you
are not currently using the Windibook32 window as your window manager, but
after clicking OK and uninstalling Windowmaker and installing Windibook32, all
appears to be well. I know this is not exactly a tutorial on how to enable X-Plane
11 as your OpenGL renderer, but it has helped me get X-Plane up and running

and allows me to practice my flying skills in one of my favorite sims. Rar
Password Recovery I am researching and writing a short book on Q5. I am writing

the chapter on simulator graphics. I have not found a resource for writing the
chapter. What is a good place to get a good overview of the graphics at the

simulator level. ABC-1 Raptor Hey everyone, I am an ATC student at my local
community college and was wondering if any of you could help me with some

troubleshooting. The other day I was in the tower and I realized that my elevator
controller was going to standby which means when I came back up there would

be no elevator so I had to communicate with my tower that I was out of the
airfield and then the tower would send me down and then go back up when I

landed on the runway again. So anyway as I was on my way down and about a
half mile out I heard some weird noises coming from the APU but then I saw

some light flashing on the tachometer screen and I had to pull out of the dive but
when I pulled up on the throttle I was still getting power to the elevator controller
but then the APU was still making the noise. So I thought my electrics were fried
but then I checked all my gauges in the tower and they were all good. Then I did

a ground check and they came back good but when I did a speed check I was
getting about 8 knots in ground speed but when I went to the tower and did the

speed check it was only coming back 6 knots in ground speed. So I am wondering
if anybody has had any similiar experiences where the APU started making weird

noises and the APU seems to be running but the elevator does not respond to
commands? Other than that I am not
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